TPA Amendment/Revision History
(as of November 9, 2017)

Version History

Original version 89-10, May 1989

Calendar Year 1990 Annual Update
Volume 2 of 2, March 1990

First Amendment
89-10, Revision 1
Volume 1 of 2, August 1990

Second and Third Amendments
89-10, Revision 2,
Volume 1 of 2, September 1992
Calendar Year 1992 Annual Update
89-10, Revision 2
Volume 2 of 2, September 1992

Fourth Amendment
89-10, Revision 3, January 1994

Description
The original Agreement was assembled and ultimately signed by
the three Parties on May 15, 1989 after lengthy negotiations,
public comment and finalization (since referred to as 89-10 Rev.
0). The original was assembled by the three Parties and initial
copies were printed by the State of Washington. Subsequent
copies were printed by the DOE for distribution to its contractors
and others.
The first annual update was conducted in 1990. The completion
of the 1990 Annual Update triggered the first reprinting of the
Agreement Action Plan Appendices as a separate Volume 2 in
March 1990.
Subsequently, in August 1990 the approval of the First
Amendment triggered the reprinting of the Agreement and the
Action Plan (minus the Action Plan Appendices) as Volume 1
labeled 89-10 Rev. 1. Although the First Amendment created the
new Appendix F “Supporting Technical Plans and Procedures”,
the new Appendix would not appear until the next revision since
the Action Plan appendices had already been reprinted as
Volume 2 in March 1990.
The second Annual Update was conducted and approved in
September 1991. The Second Amendment did not trigger a
reprinting. In August 1992, the final approval of the Third
Amendment triggered the reprinting of the Agreement and the
Action Plan (minus its appendices) as Volume 1 labeled 89-10
Rev. 2. Appendix F “Supporting Technical Plans and
Procedures” was added at this time to Volume 2.
In January 1994 the Fourth Amendment, representing the most
extensive set of modifications ever made to the Agreement, was
approved. The approval of the Fourth Amendment, due to its
broad scope of modifications, triggered the reprinting of the
Agreement. Of interest in this reprinting were some changes to
simplify the processes and confusion involved. One of which was
that the two volume approach was abandoned in favor of a
single volume printed with a single revision date. Also in previous
re-printings it was considered prudent to include the complete
Amendment(s) being incorporated as well as the complete
updated Agreement. However, the Fourth Amendment was
comprised of 166 pages which combined with the updated
Agreement would have produced a document of almost 600
pages. This was considered somewhat environmentally and cost
imprudent for limited value and the practice was stopped with 8910 Rev. 3. A new section and appendix were added at this time,
Section 11.7 “Tank Waste Remediation System Critical Path
Process” and Appendix G “Data Management Initiatives”.

There have been numerous other modifications of the Agreement, including its attachments, made in
accordance with the HFFACO modification provisions that are too numerous to list here. They are
documented and available in the Hanford Administrative Record: http://pdw.hanford.gov/arpir/ or in the
List of Approved Changes: http://www.hanford.gov/c.cfm/tpa/

TPA Amendment/Revision History
(as of November 9, 2017)

Version History

Fifth Amendment
89-10, July 1995

Fifth and Sixth Amendment
89-10, Revision 4, February 1996

Description
The Fifth Amendment was approved in July 1995 and added
extensive requirements and milestones for the transition to
surveillance and ultimate disposition of very large facilities on the
Hanford Site (Section 8.0, Facility Decommissioning Process
was added). In spite of the significant nature of the changes
made by Amendment Five, the Parties determined that since the
changes only modified a very specific portion of the Agreement
and because only approximately one year had elapsed since the
last printing, a reprinting was not necessary.
In February 1996 the Sixth Amendment was approved which,
due to the nature of its changes, virtually modified almost every
page in the Agreement and Action Plan. A new section was
added at this time, Section 8.9 “Surveillance and Maintenance
Surplus Facilities Management”

NOTE: The provisions for Amendments were changed in February 1996, by the Sixth and final
Amendment to the Agreement. The change authorities previously available via Amendments were
transferred to the change control process found in the Action Plan, Section 12.0, Changes to the
Agreement.

89-10, Revision 5, December 31, 1998

89-10, Revision 6, April 18, 2003

89-10, Revision 7, July 23, 2007

89-10, Revision 8, July 18, 2011

89-10, Revision 9, (date to be
determined upon issuance of Revision 9)

The updating and reprinting of the Agreement to produce the fifth
version was agreed by the three Parties in 1998. This revision
was updated and reprinted based upon the volume of milestone
changes.
The updating and reprinting of the Agreement to produce the
sixth version was agreed by the three Parties in 2003. This
revision was updated and reprinted due primarily to the length of
time since the last reprinting. A new appendix was added at this
time, Appendix H “Single Shell Tank Waste Retrieval Criteria
Procedure”.
The updating and reprinting of the Agreement to produce the
seventh version was agreed to by the three Parties in 2007. This
revision was updated and reprinted due to significant updates to
Appendix C, Appendix F was updated, and a new Appendix I,
“Single Shell Tank System Waste Retrieval and Closure
Process”, was added.
The updating and reprinting of the Agreement to produce the
eighth version was agreed to by the three Parties in 2011. This
revision was updated and reprinted as significant updates to
Appendix C and D were incorporated and a new Appendix J,
“Central Plateau Facilities”, was added.
The three Parties met on December 6, 2016 and determined
there has been substantial compliance with the terms of the
Agreement, and there is a need to modify the Agreement based
upon priorities established by the Parties. This determination
was also based upon the current hard copy (revision 8) being
more than five years old and 92 approved change control forms
since Revision 8 was issued.

There have been numerous other modifications of the Agreement, including its attachments, made in
accordance with the HFFACO modification provisions that are too numerous to list here. They are
documented and available in the Hanford Administrative Record: http://pdw.hanford.gov/arpir/ or in the
List of Approved Changes: http://www.hanford.gov/c.cfm/tpa/

